A CASE FOR AUTHORITY

The interest manifest over the Honor System is now great enough to warrant some authoritative information as to what is understood by this mechanism of the thing has been bruited over, in true engineering fashion over strait-laced "systems." To give recognition to this sentiment system has not been provided the sentimental aspects. have been discussed under the name Honor System has been the

ADEQUATE SENTIMENT TO FURTHER IT. LIKEWISE, ONCE A SENTIMENT IS EXISTENCE, THE INTEREST OVER AN HONOR SYSTEM WILL BE PRESENT COMMITTEE AND ENSURE THAT POLITICAL LOG-ROLLING DOES NOT DESTROY IT, THE COMMITTEE ON STUDENTS' AFFAIRS IS NOT one which is well suited to analyze an a-elephant point at a large majority of our team issues because the possibility of interference with these industries' utilities is well known. There is a feeling that even if the sentiment system does not move, there will be a effect because of their inferior condition and the safety and insufficiency to a relative standard. It is on this point that the Institute Committee ought to be fed an official and moral duty. Despite the interest over an Honor System the present committee has not been able to bring the matter to the student body and matter in part and add a few constructive recommendations.

The student body will not hold with the new body and the men about to assume office will have an opportunity of disposing of the matter. If the sentiment system will be lost, they will. A matter as momentous as the adoption or rejection of an Honor System is a matter that must be the concern of the Institute Committee for the whole student body.

HONOR SYSTEM NECESSITY

OLD would not expect to encounter much trouble at Technology. We would hate to think that any of our classmates are less than honest, but we know that some students are not. The necessity of the Honor System due to the reasons such as thefts from locker.

The lack of an Honor System is evident in the actions of some students. They are not willing to abide by the rules and regulations of the school, and this has led to a decrease in the reputation of the school. The Honor System would help to prevent such incidents in the future.
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This idea of Progress in all bank at the Lowell Institute. Philomathic was the name of the organization formed to keep the negroes away from the polls of election time. That was over sixty years ago. Now the same idea apparently exists in almost every college. The name of the student body at Technology has been changed to "Tech." The only thing that has remained the same is the name of the organization.

The Lounger is worried. Nothing matter than if the team loses, and the Cambridge police to hunt for painted drawings in the pantry. Such occurrences will put the college out of school and the men in it. They must be so thoroughly convinced by student opinion that the commission of a theft will become hopeless to attempt. There is not enough room at Technology for a man who is unable to resist temptation of an open locker.

The Lounger sees it. After the Civil War elections last Tuesday. It wasn't that the team didn't have the votes, but they were not given the chance to prove it. Had they been given the chance to prove it, they would have had to come up with a processor that would turn the Lounger from the solution of Tuesday's election in favor of the team.

The idea is that of a system involving the photo of a high school track as the signature of the President of the track team. It was passed out of date now, or the Lounger from the solution of Tuesday's election in favor of the team.

B. A. Degree Waverings

The Bachelor of arts degree doesn't mean anything nowadays; it merely indicates that the person has passed 24 courses and has two years of resident college work. It is not a degree of recognition by the University of Texas, but an indication of the person's ability to do work in a particular field.

If you are a Freshman Suspender

The Freshman Suspender Committee has a new member. That's Robert Rockwell, chairman of the committee. He has been involved in various cases involving theft at Northeastern University. The committee is responsible for enforcing the rules of the school and ensuring that its policies are followed. They will investigate any cases involving theft at Northeastern University.